
BENEFITS

 Zenoss VMware Management

The latest hot topics in IT are virtualization and related initiatives such as 
“Green IT.”  Implementing a virtualized infrastructure can provide benefits from 
capital and operating cost reduction to better application availability.  While QA 
organizations have leveraged virtual technology for years, production teams have 
only recently begun broader adoption of the technology.  The unique challenges 
of managing virtual environments can inhibit the realization of benefits, or even 
stop widespread virtualization adoption.  An effective virtualization management 
solution is vital to getting the most return out of any virtualization investment.
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Open Enterprise Management

®

Achieving the Full Potential of  Virtualization

Manage Everything with a Single Product

FEATURES
• VMware Infrastructure discovery and modeling 

(ESX Hosts, VM Guests, and Data Stores)
• Power, Status, Performance, and Availability 

monitoring of all virtualized resources
• Real-time VMotion detection
• Integrated Event Console with all event sources 

correlated on a single screen
• Native integration with VMware Virtual Center

• Powerful Management of the Entire Infrastructure 
(Physical and Virtual) with a single product

• Simple agentless architecture and an intuitive UI 
help deliver full rollout in hours, not days

• Affordable licensing costs a fraction of other tools

Today, Zenoss is used to manage 
VMware’s internal IT infrastructure

Visibility at the Blind Spot

Zenoss delivers visibility at the crucial point in 
a virtual infrastructure -- the crossover point 
between the virtual and physical environments.   
This visibility allows Zenoss users to get a 
single accurate view of the entire infrastructure 
– and eliminate the usual finger-pointing 
exercise between the virtual and non-virtual 
environment administrators.

Zenoss delivers management capabilities across the entire stack -- physical and virtual -- with a single product. 
• Discovery and Inventory of assets (Network devices, servers, virtual machines, VMware Data Stores, ESX clusters, and more)
• Availability & Performance Monitoring
• System-wide Event Management in a single screen, including real-time detection of VMotion events

The Zenoss User Interface is a centralized window for each and every stakeholder to retrieve and format the data they need for any task:
• Executives can run Service Level 
 Reports on Application and Infrastructure
 Availability & Performance
• VMware Operators can make proper 
 resource allocation
• Network and System Admins can get the 
 internal details needed to traige problems

Manage the Entire Infrastructure 
with a Single Product
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Open Enterprise Management  Zenoss VMware Management

A VMotion is when a Virtual Machine (Guest) has to move to a new ESX 
Server (Host).  These can occur during resource optimization, failover, or 
disaster recovery scenarios.  This powerful VMware function creates IT 
management problems that could result in lost performance data or even 
allow service problems to go undetected.

Zenoss eliminates the management issues caused by VMotions with real-time 
VMotion detection. Not only does Zenoss display all VMotions in the central 
Zenoss Event Console, but the solution also keeps the VM’s historical data no 
matter what ESX server it is on. 

®

Zenoss VMware Management Capabilities

Each Virtualized Service is individually monitored

Real-time VMotion Detection

Benefits of Zenoss real-time VMotion detection
• See continuous performance data for all services and applications 

running in a specific virtual machine
• Run Comparison reports (performance and availability) from before and 

after VMotion activity
• Save time trying to locate and/or correlate performance data across 

multiple virtual hosts
• Stay up-to-date since Zenoss always has the latest physical and virtual 

resource usage

The Future of Systems Management

With the power to monitor the entire infrastructure with a single product, the ease and flexibility of an agent-less architecture, and 
the affordability of annual subscriptions, Zenoss is delivering the next generation of IT monitoring solutions today.  Designed to 
add value to the entire IT Operations team, Zenoss benefits SysAdmins, Network Admins, Architects, and VMware operators with 
monitoring and management capabilities.  It’s fitting that Zenoss is used by VMware to monitor their internal IT infrastructure. 
Check out www.zenoss.com for more information..

Zenoss detects Virtual Machine movement between 
hosts (called VMotion), notifying users through the 

central Zenoss Event Console 
and maintaining the integrity of all 

management data

Zenoss VMware monitoring features include everything in the overall Zenoss 
solution, allowing IT teams to monitor their physical and virtual environments 
together with a single product.  Additional VMware capabilities include:
• Auto-discovery of the complete VMware Infrastructure
• Integration with VMware Virtual Center (vCenter)
• Availability, Performance, and Event Monitoring for VMware Infrastructure
 ESX Servers • Virtual Machines • ESX Clusters • VMware Data Stores 
• Virtual and Physical Resource Usage (CPU, Memory, Disk, etc.)
• Power and Availability status for each virtualized service
• Real-time VMotion detection (when VMs switch ESX servers)
• Visibility at the Crossover Point between Virtual and Physical Environments
The rare visibility at the physical-to-virtual (P2V) point gives Zenoss users 
additional power:
• More complete and accurate reporting of physical and virtual performance
• One source of truth for all performance and availability data
• Required information to allow entire team to triage problems.


